9th World Biomarkers Congress was recently held during December 07-08, 2018 at Madrid, Spain. Biomarkers Conference 2018 have taken up the scientific thoughts towards proving the importance of accurate diagnostics to be prevital towards the curing efficacy. The scientific meeting has laid path for the designing and development of research methodologies with the theme impact of “A New Era of Diagnosis and Clinical Research”. The discovery significance of the curative approach could be validated with the effectiveness of the associated clinical trials. Considering the technical integrity the Biomarkers conference embodied the research area of clinical trials and invited biopharma healthcare players. This integrated participation helped and will facilitate the technology transfer towards the recognition of biomolecular set in the form of either the specific molecule or the effective molecular pathway. The conference has tried grounding every aspect related to the Biomarkers Discovery covering the possible research areas.

This conference brought together Leading Clinical Researchers, Oncologists, Cancer Researchers, Professors, Pharmaceutical Companies, Diagnostics Companies, Students and other professionals in which many issues in Oncology & Cancer field were discussed in depth to provide up-to-date information to the world. On the other hand, the meeting provided an opportunity for networking.

The program highlights of the meeting were the eponymous lecture

- Jianhua Luo, University of Pittsburgh, USA
- Topolcan Ondrej, Charles University, Czech Republic
- Wancai Yang, University of Illinois at Chicago, USA
- Ashleigh McConnell, AMLo Biosciences Limited

Poster Evaluation Committee and the Winner:

Biomarkers Conference 2018 would like to acknowledge Dr. Topolcan Ondrej for his evaluation of the poster session and we are glad to congratulate Ms. Rocío Thompson-Bonilla, for receiving the Best Poster Award of the conference.

Conference Series LLC LTD takes its pleasure to thank all the Organizing Committee Members, Chairs and Co-chairs, Speakers, Students, Media Partners and all who supported the conference in every aspect for the magnificent presence at the venue.

Conference Series LLC LTD is overwhelmed to announce the commencement of its International Conference on Biomarkers and Clinical Research on November 25-26, 2020 at Rome, Italy.

For More details visit: Biomarkers Conference 2020

We hope to see u soon with us at Biomarkers Conference 2020